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BUSINESS ANSWERS FROM THE EXPERTS
ACCOUNTING
Incentivized Tip Reporting
The IRS knows employers and employees are highly
motivated to not report tips received
in restaurants and bars as wages so
as to avoid paying payroll taxes on
those tips.
To combat this under-reporting of
wage income, the IRS introduced the
FICA Tip Credit. This Credit, which is
available to employers, is equal to the
FICA taxes paid by the employer on
reported tips exceeding the federal
minimum wage.
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The IRS estimates that this incentive has increased the
tip wage reporting compliance by 25%, while providing
additional refunds to the business owners.
This credit reduces the business owners’ tax liability dollarfor-dollar and is non-refundable, but may be carried back one
year or forward up to 20 years.
If you have food and beverage employees that receive
tips on the job, make sure to consult with your qualified tax
professional to ensure you are taking full advantage of this
credit.

HEALTH CARE
Providers Accepting Medicare
Assignment Means Lower Costs

Should I Look for Environmental Issues Prior
to Completing My Real Estate Transaction?

To “accept assignment” means your doctor, provider,
or supplier agrees to accept the
Medicare-approved amount as full
payment for covered services. If
they do not accept assignment,
they are called non-participating
providers. Non-participating
providers have not signed an
agreement to accept assignment
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They can still choose to accept
assignment for individual services.
If your doctor, provider, or
supplier does not accept assignment, you might have
to pay the entire charge at the time of service. The
non-participating providers can charge you more than
the Medicare-approved amount, but there’s a “limiting
charge”. The provider can only charge you up to 15%
over the amount that non-participating providers are
paid. Non-participating providers are paid 95% of the
Medicare fee schedule amount. The limiting charge
applies only to certain Medicare-covered services and
does not apply to some supplies and durable medical
equipment.
Columbine Medical Equipment accepts assignment
with Medicare.

When purchasing (often even
leasing) commercial or industrial
property, the answer is usually yes.
Environmental issues take various
forms, such as soil and groundwater
contamination, mold or asbestos
on structures, or the presence of
wetlands or endangered species.
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neighboring properties.
The context of the property and
its intended use inform the nature
of the environmental review. Often used is a Phase I
Assessment, where a qualified consultant conducts
a non-invasive evaluation of the property designed
primarily to help protect against liability arising from
contamination. It can also identify environmental issues
that might render the property unsuitable for intended
uses. For some properties however, a lesser screen may
suffice.
Environmental issues need not be a deal killer
-- just identified and accounted for before closing. A
knowledgeable environmental attorney can help a client
define the proper scope of the investigation, and work
with the consultant to meet the unique needs of the
transaction at hand.
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Now is the Time to Prepare Your
Business for the Holidays.

Showcase your industry expertise with
Thought Leaders monthly feature

Condo Unit Owner’s Insurance –
More Complicated Than You Think

The busiest time of year is right
around the corner. Alleviate holiday
work stress by knocking out these 3
items now.

Here’s How It Works
• You choose a question that is
pertinent to BizWest readers
• You answer the question in the form
of a column
• Your photo, logo and contact
information appears in the ad
• Limit of six advertisers (two pages
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running in different issues each
BizWest
month)
Over 72% of our readers are in top
management positions and make corporate decisions
using BizWest special supplements and directories to make
those decisions. Your advertising message will be seen by
hundreds of potential customers, all of whom have the
influence to use your products or services.
Your investment with an annual agreement also gets you
TWO FREE Half-page ads with color that will appear on the
bottom half of the page. In addition your message will be
featured in a text box ad twice in a two week period in a
Business Report Daily e-newsletter. Over 10,000 readers
subscribe to the Business Report Daily. Users will click on the
headline and go to a landing page that shows the entire full
page ad. Then they can click
on your website address and
it links them to your web site.

When you purchase insurance for
your condominium unit, it initially
appears that little to no coverage is
needed. In truth, there are several
important aspects that you need to
safeguard against, including:
Dwelling – Your bylaws will
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Liability – You need to have
liability coverage to protect your
assets.
Loss Assessment – If the HOA’s master insurance
policy is not adequate, each owner may have to pay
their share.
• Inadequate limits - If the master policy limits are
inadequate, all of the owners will be responsible.
• Deductible Shortage - Many policies have a
$1,000 limitation, if the assessment is due to a
high deductible.
Contents – The limit should be high enough to
replace all of your furniture, clothing, and movable
appliances.
Coverage for your condo unit can be complicated.
We are here to guide you through all the aspects of the
policy.

1. Hire and train extra help. Don’t
wait till things get hectic. Hire now so
you have plenty of time to train new
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team members. Communicate the
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holiday schedule as soon as possible
so your staff can make their holiday
plans. Nobody likes to wonder what days they have off.
2. Create a marketing calendar. Map out all of your
promotions, campaigns, and action items week-by-week
through the first week of January. Assign yourself or staff
members to each item to make sure things get completed.
3. Review your POS system. If your point of sale system
doesn’t have an efficient way to track inventory, report sales,
and integrate a loyalty program it’s time to upgrade your
system.
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